Parts and Bottom cleaning instructions.

What product do I use?
• For **ALL** seawater applications, *Barnacle Buster™* is the only choice for safe, fast, and consistent results.
• Also available in a concentrated form, one gallon of *Buster Concentrate™* makes five gallons of *Barnacle Buster™*.

Bottom Cleaning
The best and most effective way to use Barnacle Buster for Bottom cleaning is when the vessel’s the hull is dry.

• Spray Trac Barnacle Buster on the surface to be cleaned IE: propellers, shafts, anchors, dinghies, or any other component in contact with seawater.
• Let stand for at least 15 minutes without letting the solution dry. If necessary, reapply more solution.
• Rinse well with fresh water or a pressure washer.
• Repeat until all residues are removed.

Parts Cleaning
When circulation is not possible, Trac Barnacle Buster can be used by immersion to clean parts such as, sea chest, valves, strainers, pipes, etc.

• Soak parts in Trac Barnacle Buster.
• Create agitation by either adding an air hose to the tank or with a plastic centrifugal pump.
• Let the product works for 4 to 8 hours (depending of the amount of residue).
• Wash off with fresh water or a pressure washer.
• Repeat if necessary.

The solution can also be sprayed or brushed on, but several applications may be necessary.

**FAST SAFE NON-TOXIC BIODEGRADABLE NON CORROSIVE NON HAZARDOUS**